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ABSTRACT 
 
This study revolves around a computational algorithm called SDEL (Stochastic 
Difference Equation in Length) that generates approximate protein folding trajectories 
on the atomically detailed resolution scale. The protein studied is Barstar- a barnase 
inhibitor. Because of the protein’s interesting structure (four alpha helices, three beta 
strands) and relatively small size (89 residues), Barstar is an optimal choice for 
running complete folding trajectories on a computer. 12 pathways were generated with 
SDEL, starting from a structurally wide selection of unfolded conformations, yet all 
ending with the native configuration. We tracked hydrogen bonds, dihedral angles, 
native and non-native contacts, and energetic along these folding pathways. The 
resulting trajectories show: 1) Barstar follows the Hydrophobic Collapse folding 
scenario, 2) native α-helices begin forming earlier in the trajectory than the β-sheets, 
3) particular residues maintain a propensity for helical structure in their unfolded state, 
and 4) specific non-native contacts persist during the folding trajectory. Strong 
correlations were found between the SDEL pathways and data from NMR, CD, and 
other experimental studies. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Proteins 
 
Proteins are biologically significant macromolecules. Every protein has its own 
specific function within an organism such as chemical reaction catalysis, cargo 
transport, and other important biological functions. Each molecule is made up of a 
chain (or multiple chains) consisting of a linear amino acid sequence, which is joined 
together with covalent peptide bonds. The peptide pieces contains a backbone 
consisting of a succession of two carbons and one nitrogen, and one of twenty 
sidechain groups, which are covalently attached to the first carbon (knows as the Cα). 
The sidechains can be as simple as one hydrogen (Glycine), or more complex loops 
(e.g. Tryptophan). In this way, the makeup of the protein is defined solely by the linear 
code of the amino acid sequence.
1  While the protein is synthesized as a linear 
macromolecule, the protein will not function as it should until taking a unique three-
dimensional compact shape. The unfolded protein conformations are often called 
denatured configurations. The unique three-dimensional folded structure that allows it 
to be functional is called the native structure. 
 
Protein structure has four-fold classification. The linear sequence of amino 
acid coding is known as the protein’s primary structure. The torsion angle between the 
N and Cα atoms, and the Cα and C atoms in the peptide, are called the φ and ψ dihedral 
angles, respectively. Local internal structure within the native conformation is 
classified as secondary structure. These structures are due mostly to hydrogen 
bonding between backbone parts. The two most commonly defined secondary 
structure forms are α-helices and β-sheets. In protein α-helices, there are 3.6 peptide 
  1pieces – or, residues - per turn. The hydrogen bonds needed for this conformation 
come from the contact between the backbone carbonyl (C-O) of residue n and the 
amino (N-H) of reside n+4. The β-sheets are h-bonded strands of parallel or anti-
parallel slightly coiled stretches with only two residues per turn. One of the dogmas in 
the protein folding community is that secondary structure - and eventually tertiary and 
quaternary structure - can be predicted from the amino acid sequence alone. Some 
secondary structure prediction algorithms have a 70-80% success rate where the 
failures are attributed to such things as tertiary interactions that fix secondary structure 
elements.
2
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. φ and ψ angles in the protein backbone. Courtesy of: 
http://hpcio.cit.nih.gov/protein/Foldin14.gif
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Figure 2. Four levels of protein structure. Courtesy of: 
http://www.bio.miami.edu/dana/104/proteinstructure.jpg 
 
Tertiary structure is the packing together of secondary structure elements. 
Native tertiary structure implies the functionality of the protein - cavities can store 
cargos while arms can provide mobility to motor proteins - but one native structure 
can perform more than one task. Larger proteins can contain more than one 
polypeptide chain, joined together with a variety of bonding interactions including 
hydrogen bonding, salt bridges, and disulfide bonds. The association of two or more 
peptide chains into a multi-subunit structure defines the quaternary structure. The 
subunits can sometimes act cooperatively during their initial native formation and 
have slight conformational changes during chemical processes.
3
 
  3The energy landscape of a protein determines its conformations. The protein 
folding community asserts that the native conformation of the protein is the energy 
landscape’s global minimum. Natural selection, then, codified which sequences would 
lead to stable proteins necessary for biological functions.
4 On the other hand, folding 
is robust in the sense that changes in environment (pH, temperature, denaturant, etc) 
can still allow the protein to complete the folding process.
5
 
Protein Folding 
 
The process whereby a protein arranges itself into a unique three-dimensional 
structure is called folding. When all relevant biological processes are performing 
correctly, the proteins fold towards the native conformation. When proteins do not 
fold, or fold incorrectly, they can be responsible for prion related illnesses like Mad 
Cow disease, and amyloid related illnesses like Alzheimer’s, by aggregating into 
insoluble plaques. Following the assumption that all the information for the tertiary 
structure is coded within the primary sequence, interference to proper folding must 
come through either sequence mutations during protein generation or external 
environmental deterrents. Investigations into the folding mechanism and pathways can 
pinpoint possible locations along the folding trajectory where misfolds can take place.  
 
A naïve assumption would be that protein follow random paths upon folding, 
taking many random configurations to locate the native structure. This process would 
require multiple mistries, including many cases of time-consuming unfolding so that 
the protein can backtrack and try a different route. This slow process is quantified by 
the famous Levinthal’s Paradox.
6 Say a particular protein is 100 amino acids in length. 
A highly underestimated count would give each amino acid two possible 
  4conformations- the ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ones (in reference to the native structure). If 
this were the case, this protein would need to visit as many as 2
100 possible 
conformations to arrive at the native conformation. If one allows for 1 picosecond 
between configurational attempts, it would take as long as 10
18 seconds – 10
10 years! – 
to find the native state. Beyond the obvious biological problem of waiting the age of 
the universe for a single protein to fold, we already know that most proteins fold on 
the microsecond to second time scale. Unable to let folding try random configurations, 
nature must have built into the sequence of proteins another aspect that would always 
bias the folding towards the native state. 
 
A proposal to resolve this ‘paradox’s is that the energy landscape of the protein 
is funnel shaped, where the width of the funnel is proportional to the conformational 
entropy at a given energy. The unique native state is located at the point at the bottom 
of the funnel. This funnel shape biases the folding pathways towards the native state, 
whereby minimizing the random conformational guesses the protein must take to 
progress.
7 The search difficulties for the folding pathway due to landscape roughness 
are partially simplified by this reduction of the entropy due to collapse. 
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Figure 3. Protein Energy Landscape Funnel. Courtesy of:  
http://parasol.tamu.edu/groups/amatogroup/foldingserver/FAQ_Technique.php 
 
  Studies have been devoted to the understanding the collapsed form of the 
protein, referred to as it molten globular state - an intermediate between the extended 
chain of the unfolded form and the native conformation. Specific attention has been 
paid to quantifying the degree of collapse for this globular molecule.
8 There is no 
consensus yet as to the amount of secondary structure needed to define this globular 
state. The theory of Nucleation, for example, claims that these globular structures 
contain specific parts that act as a framework to guide folding into that structure. The 
folding rate can thereby controlled (by evolution or engineering) by placing specific 
amino acids into those positions that make the collapsed form stronger (or weaker, 
depending on your folding rate requirements).
9
There are two main theories that describe global folding events. One scenario 
places secondary structure formation in the early folding events. The alternative 
approach places the initial collapse of the chain due to hydrophobic forces before 
secondary structure formation.
10,11 Experimental studies have seen both theories in 
effect, with larger occurrences of the former theory.
12,13
  6 
This Study 
 
The protein examined in this work is Barstar. This macromolecule is an 
inhibitor of the extracellular endoribonuclease barnase, and is found in the bacteria 
Bacillus amyloiquefaciens. Failure to express active Barstar is fatal to the bacteria. 
The Barstar-Barnase complex makes one of the tightest protein-protein contacts, 
making the pair an optimal study for protein-protein interactions.
14 Barstar alone 
serves as a model protein for folding studies. It is a single-unit 89-mer, containing four 
α-helices and a three stranded parallel β-sheet. The four Barstar helices span the 
following residues: Ser14-Ala25, Asn33-Gly43, Gln55-Thr63, Glu68-Gly81. The 
parallel strands span: Lys1-Asn6, Leu-49-Arg54, Asp83-Ser89. The majority of 
Barstar’s residues are involved in secondary structure, and there is one extended loop 
between the first two helices which is used for binding with barnase.
15 Barstar 
contains two cysteine residues that tend to aggregate, whereby impeding 
crystallization of its wild-type. For this reason, a C40A and C82A mutant of the 
protein is often prepared for experimental use. Studies have shown that comparing 
solution structures of wild-type Barstar with crystal structure of the mutant type 
exemplify only subtle changes upon binding to barnase.
16
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Figure 4. Native Barstar with labeled secondary structure motifs. Courtesy of: Wong, 
K.-B., Fersht, A.R., Freund, S.M.V. (1997) J. Mol. Biol., 13, 506 
 
  Early stopped-flow fluorescence studies depict multiple pathways and multiple 
early transient intermediates for Barstar folding, which are dependant on denaturant 
concentration.
17 One experimentally observed structural intermediate is a native-like 
conformation that has been shown to also be capable of inhibiting barnase activity.
18 
Other reports show that there exist intermediates that are ‘fast-refolding’ unfolded 
states that differ from ‘slow-refolding’ unfolded states by cis and trans conformations, 
respectively, of the Tyr47-Pro48 bond.
19 The energy barrier to reach the native state 
with a cis Tyr-Pro bond is high enough to trap the trans intermediate for a significant 
length of time.
20
 
  Experimental studies have shown that cold-denatured Barstar is not completely 
in a random coil configuration; rather it has a preference for local structure. 
  8Specifically, regions Ser12-Lys21 (part of the first helix), Try29-Glu46 (part of the 
second helix) and Leu51-Phe56 (part of the second strand) have residual structure in 
helical (φ,ψ) space while Barstar is unfolded. The former two regions are native-like, 
while the latter region is non-native when compared with the native β-sheet structure. 
These non-random pieces found in unfolded Barstar are considered to be potential 
initiation sites for protein folding; during folding, the sampling of conformational 
space is non-random for these regions, which can help overcome the Levinthal 
paradox by reducing the volume of conformational search.
21  
 
Other experiments, studying urea-unfolded Barstar, also find residual structure 
within the unfolded conformations. For example, five residues in Helix 1 show 
propensity towards populating helical regions in (φ,ψ) space. In contrast, most 
residues located between those involved in secondary structure are shown to have 
strong propensity towards populating beta-regions in (φ,ψ) space while the protein is 
unfolded. The regions corresponding to β-strands 1 and 2 indicate quick 
conformational averaging between regions in (φ,ψ) space, implying a lack of 
preferentiality. Strand 3, on the other hand, shows preference for non-native helical 
structure in the unfolded state.
22
 
It has been thoroughly shown that as Barstar folds, it performs cooperative 
rapid hydrophobic collapse into a partially organized compact state, which then 
converts more slowly to the native state.
23 Through studies of folding pieces of Barstar 
that would natively hold secondary structure, it has been shown that hydrophobic 
collapse is a necessary precursor for the structure formation. Furthermore, the 
collapsed nucleus is centered on helix 1, which is almost completely formed at this 
stage in the folding.
24
  9 
There have been many simulations done on the Barstar-barnase complex, such 
as Brownian dynamics
25. To this author’s knowledge there are no studies that compute 
a complete folding trajectory for Barstar on a computer. The computational approach 
taken by this work is to compute room temperature atomically detailed folding 
trajectories that do not assume a reaction coordinate or equilibrium state. To expedite 
the calculations, we modeled water solvation by a continuum – called the Generalized-
Born model (GB).
26 This method has the obvious limits where structured water 
molecules would make a significant contribution to folding kinetics. 
 
The goal for this study is to investigate the order of folding events for the 
entire folding trajectory of simulated Barstar, using the SDEL algorithm. Special focus 
will be on the order of folding events, to discern if, for Barstar, secondary structure 
forms during or after the hydrophobic collapse. In addition, we hope to see small-scale 
structural changes over the fold, such as order of secondary structure formation, and 
the structural propensity of residues. 
 10 
CHAPTER 2 
 
THE ALGORITHM 
 
Computer calculations and simulations have become a powerful tool for the 
complex protein system. Ideally, all computer simulations of protein folding would be 
at the atomistic level, including the complete details of the solvent environment. 
However, the time step for molecular simulations can be as short as the femtosecond 
range, while overall general protein folding times can last from microseconds to 
seconds, which would leave such calculations expensive and impractical. In this vein, 
many simulations cut the folding time by either focusing in on specific parts,
27 or 
running high temperature unfolding runs.
28 Keeping to folding the entire chain, many 
minimalist models have been proposed
29 which included on-lattice
30 and off-lattice 
models.
31 As always, experiment is used to discern which parts of the model are 
artifacts and which belong to idealized or real proteins. Early potentials for these 
proteins involve the binary hydrophobic/polar possibilities (HP model
32), with an 
assortment of potential strengths between constituents. Later, potentials involving the 
full variety of amino acids, or ones taken from a statistical distribution, were used. 
Some currently popular force fields include AMBER,
33 CHARMM,
34 OPLS,
35 and 
TIP3P for water solvation.
36
Typical trajectory calculations either solve an initial boundary value problem 
(e.g. deterministic Newton’s equations), or by using stochastic approaches (e.g. 
Langevin Equation). The Stochastic Difference Equation (SDE) algorithm
37 was 
devised to approximate classical trajectories for long time scale dynamics, based on 
the optimization of the action between two known end points. 
 
11  
  The classical action parameterized by length has the form: 
 
  ∫ − =
f
i
X
X
dl X U E S )) ( ( 2      (1) 
 
Xi and Xf are the (mass weighted) coordinates for the initial unfolded and final folded 
conformations, respectively. E is the total energy, U is the potential energy, and dl is a 
(mass weighted) length element in the path. As a consequence to the principle of least 
action, folding trajectories with these fixed boundary points and total energy that 
produce a stationary S are considered to be optimal. In a discretized form, the above 
equation becomes: 
 
  1 , )) ( ( 2 + ∆ − =∑ i i
X
X
l X U E S
f
i
     (2) 
 
This step size ∆li, i+1 is the distance between structures of the folding trajectory: 
 
  ∆li, i+1 = |Xi – Xi+1| 
 
The goal is to use a sufficiently small step ∆li, i+1 (within the usual computational price 
constraints) to get a reasonable approximation to the classical action. The optimization 
process will eventually lead to a succession of optimal structures that makes S 
stationary. The set of coordinates for these optimal structures are in fact slices along 
the trajectory as a function of the length index. 
 The  principle of least action states: 
 
  δS/δX   =   0        ( 3 )  
 
12  
This statement implies that the first order variation of the action is minimal.
38 
Therefore, to actually find the stationary solution, we optimize the norm of the 
gradient of the action: 
 
     (4) 
2
1 ,
2
i ) ( ) X S/ ( > ∆ < − ∆ + =∑ +
i
i i l l T λ δ δ
 
The second term on the right hand side is a penalty function, (where λ is an empirical 
constant) that ensures that our intermediate structures are equally spaced along the 
path: 
 
  ∑ + ∆
+
= > ∆ <
i
i i l
N
l 1 , 1
1
) (      ( 5 )
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CHAPTER 3 
 
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 
 
The main tool for our simulations was the molecular dynamics package MOIL. 
The most current publicly available version can be found at: 
http://cbsu.tc.cornell.edu/software/moil/moil.html. MOIL is a molecular modeling 
computer package, with the capabilities to run energy calculations, structure/path 
minimization, molecular dynamics, SDEL and other calculations. 
Because in SDEL the action of a pathway between two conformations is 
minimized, the program’s input can be either initial and final structures, or a pre-
determined pathway to be optimized. For our calculations we chose the latter option. 
The structure of native Barstar was taken from the Protein Data Bank (1BTA), and no 
structural modifications were made. To obtain our collection of unfolded structures for 
the SDEL starting structures, we ran a high temperature (400K) MD run for 20,000 
steps (1 femtosecond per step). We turned off electrostatic forces during the run, 
essentially eliminating hydrogen bonding and overall electrostatic attraction. After 
20,000 steps, Barstar was completely unfolded into an almost linear chain. A set of 50 
structures was sampled every 400 steps from the unfolding trajectory. This set of 
unfolded structures and the native structure of Barstar became the respective 
boundaries. 
In principle, we could have started the SDEL calculations by generating initial 
guesses from these points. However, such calculations could be especially difficult 
since the term √(E-U) can become imaginary if the initial paths include structures with 
potential energies higher than E. It was therefore useful to precede the SDEL 
calculation with a calculation of the minimum energy path. We used the SPW (Self-
14  
Penalty Walk)
39 functional to compute minimum energy paths. The functional was 
optimized with conjugate gradient algorithm for 2000 steps. A Generalized Born
40 
term was added to the calculations to mimic solvation with water molecules. As part 
of the SPW optimization, we added more intermediate structures within the pathways 
to ensure that the RMS between sequential structures was on the order of 0.4-0.8Ǻ. 
For an analysis of how unique these paths are relative to each other, see Appendix II. 
 
We decided to choose from this collection of paths only those where the RMS 
between initial and final structures was then limited to be no less than 5.5 Ǻ; this 
eliminated paths whose ‘most unfolded’ structure was too structurally similar to the 
native conformation. We chose 12 final paths for SDEL, whose initially structures 
spanned the variety of unfolded configurations, from almost collapsed to completely 
linear. The RMS for the unfolded-to-native structures for these paths ranged from 5.8 
to 17.2 Ǻ. The number of structures per path ranged from 19 to 52, for a total of 
approximately 400 structures.  
  
As seen in equation (2), SDEL requires a value for the total energy as an input. 
This value can be estimated from canonical equilibrium argument. We estimated to be 
–4000 kcal/mol, based on the average potential energy of a short simulation which 
was added to the average thermal kinetic energy 3N/2 KT. The path functional - 
equation (4) - was then optimized using a simulated annealing algorithm for the whole 
coordinates for each of the 12 paths. The annealing was done in cycles of 1000 steps, 
for a total of 5000 steps. The RMS between the paths from SPW and their SDEL 
counterparts were on the order of 0.2 Ǻ. 
  The unfolding trajectory run was done on a Dell Latitude D600 laptop, and 
lasted about 48 hours. All SDEL calculations were run on the LINUX cluster at 
15  
Cornell University’s Computer Science Department. The number of CPUs for each 
path varied with a maximum of 47. The run time for the SDEL calculations for a 
single trajectory took no more than 24 hours. 
16  
CHAPTER 4 
 
RESULTS 
 
Once all 12 pathways were calculated, a choice of a progress variable was 
needed for proper data analysis. Using a time progress variable is an obvious first 
guess; however, SDEL minimizes the action functional over length and the length step 
is too large to allow interpolations to properly relate length to time. Choosing structure 
index as a progress variable would also not be useful, since the 12 paths do not have 
the same number of structures. In some cases, paths that begin with a structure of a 
larger Radius of Gyration (RG) have less intermediate structures than paths that begin 
with a structure of smaller RG. A third, and popular, option is to use Q (the fraction of 
contacts that are native) as the progress variable. Using Q often fails, though, when the 
rate of increase in Q is very far from being monotonic in folding time (or structure 
index). For Barstar, the Q for the trajectories remains close to zero until the molten 
globule state, which is most of the length of our trajectories. 
In the end, we chose the protein’s Radius of Gyration as our variable to track 
the reaction progress. Barstar’s RG decreases consistently over the entire trajectory, 
with a slower decrease once the collapse occurs and internal structure begins to form. 
Graph 1 tracks the protein’s Q as a function of RG. (To read folding trajectory graphs 
as a function of RG, one must follow the curve from right to left – from higher to 
lower radius of gyration). Q remains close to 0 for almost the entire path length, 
reiterating the lack of Q’s utility for a progress variable. 
17  
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Graph 1. Q (averaged over the 12 paths) as a function of RG. 
 
We also followed the energy of the protein over the entire fold. As can be seen 
from Graph 2, during the rapid collapse of the protein from a linear extension (RG of 
65Å) until an RG of approximately 20Å the protein retains a relatively constant 
potential energy. The protein first collapses since the stretched configuration in 
entropically extremely unlikely, and the structure folds to a more probable self-
avoiding configuration. From our graph and error-bars there does not seem to be an 
energetic barrier upon entry into the molten globular stage. But, this is our first clear 
indication that Barstar has two lengths scales for the folding path, with the end of the 
collapse occurring at an RG of around 20Å. 
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Graph 2. Average energy of the structures binned by RG. 
 
  In general, the residues within a protein remain in an extended conformation 
until residual structure begins to form. However, some residues can show propensity 
to remain in an extended conformation even during later folding stages, and some may 
show preference for helical conformations during early folding stages. To track this, 
one can follow the dihedral (φ,ψ) angles of all the residues as the folding progresses. 
Keeping with the broadest definition, we considered all (-φ,-ψ) as a helical residue and 
(-φ,+ψ) as an extended (beta) residue. Graphs 3 and 4, respectively, show the general 
count for all residues that take helical or extended dihedral values over the entire 
pathway. As expected, there is a sharp transition after an RG of about 20Å, where the 
number of residues in helical form dramatically increases (indicating the building of 
α-helical structure), and the number of residues in extended form dramatically 
decreases 
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Graph 3. Average count of residues taking helical dihedral angle values over the entire 
pathway. 
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Graph 4. Average count of residues taking extended dihedral angle values over the 
entire pathway. 
 
  There are two interesting features of these graphs worth noting. First: one 
would normally expect a random-coil conformation of a protein not to take any 
20  
specific formation, even if this specific formation contained a heavy weight of 
residues in extended form. Since we started most of our simulation runs with structure 
that were linear or almost linear, the count for residues in extended conformation is the 
largest at the beginning of the trajectories. This number decreases and the protein 
folds, heading towards the final minimum value when the only residues left in 
extended conformation are those involved in forming the native β-sheets. 
 
  Second: In both Graph 3 and Graph 4, there seems to be an intermediary stage 
within the folding. Even within our error bars, the count for residues with helical 
conformation takes a slight jump up and for extended conformation take a jump down, 
at an RG of about 30Å. This would imply that for an intermediate stage the 
hydrophobic collapse is not yet done, yet residual structure is already beginning to 
form. These helical switches occur most densely in the low 20s and 70s residue range, 
or Helices 1 and 4. 
 
  To take yet another perspective, we also tracked the total number of hydrogen 
bonds between atoms (for backbone and sidechains) both involved and not involved in 
secondary structure formation. The results are shown in Graph 5. The h-bonds count 
seems erratic during the earlier folding events, implying that bonds are transiently 
being formed and often broken. The erratic count slows after an RG of 30Å, and the 
count sharply increases after the expected end of the collapse. A priori, one can claim 
that the final increase in the number of h-bonds corresponds to the building of more 
permanent secondary structure bonds. 
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Graph 5. Average count for hydrogen bonds between all atoms for the entire pathway. 
 
To focus in further, we also looked at the succession of hydrogen bond 
formation between residues that contain only native secondary structures. These 
results are shown in Graphs 6, 7, and 8. Graph 6 depicts h-bond formation for the 
collective set of helical residues and the collective set of sheet residues. Before the 
folding Barstar reaches an RG of 20Å, no native secondary structure forms – again 
points to the beginning of structure formation once the collapse stage has ended. In the 
range of folding RG between 20Å to 16Å, only the residues involved in native helical 
structure begin to lock into place, while the sheet residues are still structurally 
dormant. Only after an RG reaches 16Å do the sheets begin to form, at around the 
same rate as the helical formation. 
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Graph 6. Hydrogen bond formation for residues with native secondary 
structure. 
 
In Graph 7 we plotted the hydrogen bond formation count by specific helices. 
As expected, no native structure forms before an RG of 20Å. What is most interesting 
in this plot is the succession of native structure initiation. The order from our 
calculations is: Helix 1, Helix 4, Helix 2, and Helix 3. There is a significant lapse of 
6Å of folding between the initiation of Helix 1 and Helix 3. In contrast, the results 
shown in Graph 8 depict the h-bonds between β-strands 1 and 2 and between β-strands 
2 and 3 forming around the same RG (16Å), and their rate of growth is comparable. 
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Graph 7. Hydrogen bonds within single native helices. 
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Graph 8. Hydrogen bonds between single native β-strands. 
 
  To quantify the overall folded tertiary structure, we calculated the number of 
native and non-native contacts within the protein over the folding pathway. We 
defined a contact as the event when the geometric centers of two residues are within 
24  
6Å of each other. In Graph 9, we track the native contacts over the folding trajectory. 
The shape of this curve is not surprisingly similar to Graph 1; native secondary and 
tertiary structure only begins once the protein has collapsed to an RG of around 20Å. 
Graph 10, however, is much more interesting. (The data-point for native Barstar – 
where the count drops to zero – is not shown.) In this graph we follow the non-native 
contacts over the entire folding pathway. Two elements of this graph are worthy of 
note. First, the erratic nature of this graph implies that non-native contacts are 
continually being formed and broken as the folding occurs. This suggests trials the 
protein attempts before directing itself forwards towards the native conformation. 
Second, the RG ‘area’ for native and non-native contacts has significant 
overlap, and the number of non-native contacts tends to increase as the folding 
progresses. (The native structure – where the count drops to zero – is not shown). This 
is counter-intuitive since one would expect this number to remain constant as these 
contacts are periodically made and broken. Indeed, none of these non-native contacts 
remain constant throughout the trajectory. However, there is a high reoccurrence of 
the non-native contacts between residue n and n+3 for those involved in Helices 1, 2 
and 4, Sheet 2 and the loop connecting Helix 1 and 2. In one trajectory, residues 47 
and 50 occur in non-native contact for 30% of the structures. 
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Graph 9. Count of native contacts formed during the folding pathway. 
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Graph 10. Count of non-native contacts formed during the folding pathway. 
 
The following (Figure 5) are visual representations of Barstar over the pathway. The 
radius of gyration for these structures, respectively, is: 66 Å, 59 Å, 26 Å, 20 Å, 17 Å, 
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15 Å, and 12 Å (native Barstar). The fourth structure is considered to be the transition 
structure where the collapse stage has ended and secondary structure begins to form. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Seven structures along the folding pathway 
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Figure 5 (Continued) 
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Figure 5 (Continued) 
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Figure 5 (Continued) 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
It has been thoroughly shown by experiment that as Barstar folds, it performs 
cooperative rapid hydrophobic collapse into a partially organized compact state, which 
then coverts more slowly to the native state. According to a CD experiment by Agashe 
et. al. (1995),
41 the Barstar chain rapidly collapsed (within 4ms) to a globular form 
without any optically active secondary (or tertiary) structure. As seen from virtually all 
the graphs in the preceding section, our simulated Barstar has two folding length 
scales with a transition at a radius of gyration of around 20Å. Before this transition, 
the molecule is undergoing pure collapse, as the RG heads from the extended 65Å to 
20 Å. Graphs 8-10 add that during this collapsing stage no secondary structure is 
being formed. 
 
  Using NMR techniques, Bhavish et. al. (2004)
42 discovered that in urea-
unfolded Barstar, the majority of residues display properties indicative of propensities 
toward extended conformations. This is true for the simulated Barstar as well. Graph 4 
depicts the high concentration of residues located in the extended (beta) conformation, 
for the majority of the pathway, (however this could just be an artifact from the fact 
we started some of our trajectories with extended chains that are entropically 
unlikely). This is not the case for a pure random-coil configuration, where there is no 
preference, even for extended configurations. These NMR experiments also observed 
that Helix 1 contained five (out of 11) residues that strongly preferred a helical 
conformation. The conclusion of those authors was that Helix 1 might be considered 
an initiation site for folding. Graph 7 clearly shows that Helix 1 is the first to begin 
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forming in our simulation, out of all possible secondary structure locations. 
Furthermore, the authors say the regions corresponding to β-strands 1 and 2 indicate 
quick conformational averaging between regions in (φ,ψ) space, implying a lack of 
preferentiality. This could explain why – as seen in Graph 6 – our β-sheets begin 
folding much later that the initiation of helical forming. 
 
  In Graph 10, the non-native contacts within the simulated Barstar appear to 
transiently form and break over the early collapse stage. Also, when comparing to 
Graph 9, we can see that there is significant overlap in the region where native 
contacts drive the folding and where non-native contacts drive the folding. Even after 
the transition point of an RG of 20Å when the number of native contact quickly 
climbs, the count for non-native contacts continues to climb. In fact, there is high 
reoccurrence of specific non-native contacts between residue n and n+3 for Helices 1, 
2 and 4, Sheet 2 and the loop connecting Helix 1 and 2. In one trajectory, residues 47 
and 50 occur in non-native contact in 30% of the structures. It would seem that these 
non-native contacts are an important part of secondary structure formation. While it is 
not clear from our Graph 2 where the energy barriers are for Barstar folding, the non-
native contacts may possibly act continually throughout the folding process to 
facilitate crossing the barriers shown in experimental papers. It can be proposed that 
the erratic yet consistent formation of the observed specific non-native contacts acts as 
a built-in annealing technique for the protein to overcome barriers during folding. In 
this sense, these contacts could be intentional alignments instead of random 
configurational attempts. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
  This study has successfully found strong correlations between experimental 
data for folding Barstar and trajectories found using the SDEL computational protocol. 
As with experiment, our folding trajectories depicted two length scales for Barstar 
folding, where the protein undergoes a collapse stage prior to forming secondary 
structure. During the simulated protein’s collapsing stage, residues involved in 
secondary structure formation – particularly within Helix 1 – held a propensity for 
helical conformation. Once collapsed, the order of secondary structure formation 
follows closely to the succession seen from experimental studies. 
  There are two caveats to the above successes. First, the same experimental 
studies that conclude that Barstar’s Helix 1 retains a strong helical propensity in the 
protein’s unfolded state, find similar characteristics within Helix 2. Our pathways have 
Helix 2 forming later in the trajectory, after Helix 4. Second, the number of 
intermediate structures within our pathway is significant, yet the step size between 
structures is large and the trajectories, therefore, can only be treated as approximate. 
  SDEL’s strong correlation with experiment bolsters the assertion that it is a 
powerful computational tool for approximating molecular dynamical pathways. These 
pathways can be folding trajectories, motor protein action strokes, or the dynamics of 
prion and amyloid fibrils. Future steps on this particular project would include 
introducing more intermediate structures within the simulated trajectories – especially 
within the latter folding stage – whereby enriching the information garnered from the 
paths. An interesting sub-project – not studied here – would be to investigate the 
bonds and contacts between sidechains alone. Finally, to complete this study with a 
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look at the rates for each folding stage, one would need to reintroduce a time scale to 
the trajectories. This can be accomplished by the Milestoning technique
43currently 
available for use in the MOIL package.
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APPENDIX I 
MORE ON SDEL 
 
Structural Orientation 
   For the SDEL algorithm to work properly, it factors out from individual 
structures in Cartesian space along the trajectory their overall translations and 
rotations. This is accomplished by subjecting the minimization of the target function 
in equation (4) to the linear constraints: 
 
          ( 6 )   ∑ =
j
ij x 0
 
where xij  are the mass weighted Cartesian coordinate vectors of atom j in structure i, 
and 
 
 0        ( 7 )   ) (
0 = × ∑
j
ij ij x x
 
where   are the coordinates of the initial structure (X
0
ij x i) that is used to define the 
“laboratory” reference frame. 
More details on the simulated annealing optimization of SDEL can be found in: 
Cárdenas, A., Elber, R., (2003). Biophysical Journal, 85, 2919-2939.
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APPENDIX II 
COMPARING PATHWAYS 
 
Contact Metric 
The SPW algorithm (mentioned above) produces least energy pathways 
between two molecular conformations. A logical next step would be to check the 
uniqueness of the paths. While the initial structures for the paths vary greatly, there is 
no clear intuition as to where these trajectories may converge along the folding 
landscape. 
  To study this, a contact metric was devised to compare pathways. In essence, 
the metric measures the number and constancy of specific internal contacts that two 
paths share along their respective folding trajectory. The greater similarity of the 
contacts would imply a degree of non-uniqueness between the paths. 
  We first define a way of counting contacts: 
 
   if not in contact  0 =
a
k c
 1   if  in  contact       (12)  =
a
k c
  
where k is a specific contact pair and a is the path index. Averaging over the path: 
 
  ∑ =
t
a
k
a a
k c
N
t n
1
) (        ( 1 3 )  
 
where t is the structure index, and N is the total number of structures in path a. 
The metric to compare two paths (a and b) is defined as: 
 
      ( 1 4 )   ∑ − =
k
b b
k
a a
k b a t n t n t m | ) ( ) ( | ) ( ,
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A smaller ma,b(t) implies that the paths are more similar. When the metric equals zero, 
the paths are identical. 
This contact metric was calculated for 20 paths resulting from the SPW algorithm. 
 
Results 
Graph 11 depicts the contact metric count for each of the twenty paths as related to all 
other paths. 
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  Graph 11. Contact Metric for each path related to all other paths 
 
This graph shows the strong dissimilarity of paths that begin from very different 
structures. For example: Paths 46, 48 and 50 all converge with each other rather 
quickly, however they converge with paths 26, 28 and 30 only further down in their 
trajectories towards paths 4 and 8. More exactly: paths 46, 48 and 50 become as 
similar to paths 4 and 8 as are paths 26, 28 and 30 are to paths 4 and 8. In contrast, 
paths 34 and 35 begin with very similar structures (RMS of 0.6Å). These paths 
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converge very quickly, i.e. are equally as similar to all subsequent paths. In the end, it 
is safe to conclude that our selection of paths spans a wide enough selection of paths 
to make our path selections independent. 
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